Fishermen get what they call...

FISHIN' FEVER!

They're always hopin' for a strike!

And I love to be the bait for the fisherman!

I love to go fishing!
Different fish have a special preference for different kinds of bait. So you've really got to know your fish and have a juicy piece of bait that the fish really like!

The most expensive thing you've got is the bait, and good bait is hard to find, believe it or not,—bait that the fish really like!

Then you've got to display the bait attractively so the fish will be sure and see it. They're a lot more apt to nibble and get hooked if they don't know the hook and line are there. After they grab the bait and get hooked, then I think is the best time to let them know the line is there.—After they're hooked. The greatest testimony of all is your love for them!—And mine!
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You've got to know when to yank that pole and when not to! Sometimes you'll feel just a little nibble and think something's on the hook and you jerk it out only to find you just lost a little tiny bit of bait and the fish didn't even have the hook in his mouth! Now let a lot of fish swim by eyeing the bait without trying to suddenly jerk the line in or without trying to stuff the bait in their mouth.

Don't forget what you're after--their soul, not just their body. Be a nice little live fish that's not so easy to get, make him work for it and chase a while, then he'll be a lot more interested.

You're hiding the hook in the bait, and you use the invisible nylon line of the Spirit!

If it doesn't look luscious and desirable, it's not bait. Wear as little as possible!
After a dance you can always invite him over to your table to sit down. This will give the fisherman a chance to talk to him, and this adds weight to your whole line. So remember your real ace in the hole is the spirit in your spiritual hole, not only the other one! Thank You, Jesus!--Do you have fishing fever? Let's go!

They think it's human fleshly physical love, they think it's your beauty, they think it's your eyes, they think it's your body, they think it's all these things. "I never saw a girl like you!" You have the irresistible spirit of love, the love of Christ. They've got to be pretty hard characters to resist it, let's face it. If your spirit and body don't do it, nothing will!

I've got the fever, have you?

Let Jesus make you a fisher of men! PTL!

Jesus, please come into my heart!